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Self-Managing During Construction
Imagine doing your job, taking care of your family, AND fielding haphazard questions, 
changes, and surprises from your contractor. You don’t want all the design efforts to 
be wasted. Your architect is uniquely qualified to represent your interests, collaborate 
with the contractor, and find solutions that maintain the design intent so that you move 
into the home of your dreams and not a compromise. Think you can’t afford architect 
supervision? Can you afford a 12 month delay in construction time? Budget for one or 
the other.

1

Buying materials on your own.
Unless you want to run a full-time logistics company, leave it to professionals. They 
come equipped with the necessary equipment, insurance, and permits to transport, 
store, and deliver your materials safely. They are also responsible for any damage once 
they take possession of your items. Just imagine standing in front of your building with 
800 lbs. of tile to bring upstairs by yourself!

2

Staying in the apartment during construction.
Not only will this drive you crazy, it will lengthen construction time and increase cost.3
Moving out prematurely.
On the other end of the spectrum is being too trigger happy to move. DO NOT move 
out until the city has issued all permits.  There is no point paying rent elsewhere until the 
contractor is ready to work.

4
Working without a permit.
All it takes is one annoyed neighbor to be charged with a $7,000 fine and a stop 
work order. Now you will be forced to hire an architect at the last minute to do the job 
properly at an expedited cost. Until you do, your project will be at a complete standstill. 

5
Hiring cheap.
Hire the RIGHT team for the job, not the cheapest. Ironically, the lowest bidder can 
cost you the most money down the line.  Architects who charge low fees only provide 
minimal drawings leave you to fend for yourself once construction begins. With very 
small construction companies, if your contractor gets sick, there will be no one to 
replace him and the work will take much longer. The cheapest option often has the 
most expensive consequences.
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